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 RFP  Rule No.  Rule Details  Query/ Suggestion/ Clarification Response/ Clarification

1 1 BID Submission Mode of Bid submission Do we need to send  the hardcopies of Eligibility and commercial bid NO

2 7 2. POJECT PROFILE 

&BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION

The proposed mailing solution shall be integrated with the 

existing Rajasthan Single Sign On (RajSSO) application which is 

an in-house developed SSO solution (.Net based) and is based 

on MS-Active Directory (LDAP) authentication platform.

Please can you confirm that all users would authenticate with 

existing MS AD LDAP and can you provide the number of registered 

users on AD or the licenses for the same that you pocess?

Yes, all the users are authenticated with 

existing MS-LDAP and required licenses are in 

place for same. 

3 7 2. POJECT PROFILE 

&BACKGROUND 

INFORMATION 

Point f 

f. To further strengthen the capability of the Mailing solution 

and to protect from web threats and SPAM, it is also proposed 

to procure additional licenses of existing Secure Email 

Gateway Appliance(s), which RISL had already procured earlier 

for securing govt. mail domain (MAIL.RAJASTHAN.GOV.IN) and 

is deployed in RSDC.  The deployment of additional licenses 

would not only ensure the optimum utilisation of existing 

appliance(s) but apart from providing basic functionality of 

sending/ receiving emails to and from Internet by residents, 

would also protect their Email A/c from SPAM, Phishing & 

Malicious and Marketing emails

What is existing Secure email gateway appliance ? Which make?

 Do we require to quote ONLY for  additional License of Anti Spam & 

Anti Virus  Gateway? If  yes 

How much License would be required? 10,000?  

Please refer the RFP. It is already mention 

therein.

4 8 1 OEM or its single authorized partner We are a services company and use open source/community code to 

deliver our solutions and services. For the Community edition neither 

there are specific OEMs nor there is any authorised partnership. 

Hence we request you to please remove this condition.

No change.

5 8 2 Average Annual Audited Turnover of the bidder from IT/ ITeS 

for last three financial years i.e. 2013-14 to 2015-16 should be 

at least Rs. 10 Crores.

For Companies which sell the products this turnover is easily 

achievable. For companies like us which are purely into providing 

worldclass services this is too hugh a turnover. We would hence 

request you to please remove this or reduce it to 2 Crores average 

turnover annually.

No change.

6 8 The Bidder must have successfully Supplied & Installed the 

proposed solution (min. 50 Lakh mailboxes) in at least one 

organization.

Total 25 Thousand Mail Box to be supplied & Installed as we think 

that any bidders does not have PO's of such big

numbers (50 Lakh) of Mailbox supplied

Please refer to Final RFP document.

7 8 7 - Certifications Valid ISO 9001:2008 & ISO 20000 Certification, at the

time of bid submission

Only ISO 9001:2008 should be valid Accepted. Please refer to Final RFP document.

8 8 Eligibilty criteria The Bidder must have successfully Supplied & Installed the 

proposed solution (min. 50 Lakh mailboxes) in at least one 

organization. 

The Bidder must have successfully Supplied & Installed the proposed 

solution (min. 10000 mailboxes) in at least one organization. 

Please refer to Final RFP document.
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9 8 3.1.7 Certifications: Valid ISO 9001:2008 & ISO 20000 Certification, 

at the time of bid submission.

Request to please relax the condition of both ISO 9001:2008 & ISO 

20000 Certification, instead of both make it either or remove ISO 

20000 Certification as ISO 20000 is a global standard that describes 

the requirements for an information technology service management 

(ITSM) system which is currently not the scope of the  project. 

However if RISL wants than a condition can be put that successful 

vendor who is awarded this contract should acquire this post 

commissioning on the setup installed for you and submit its copy.

Please refer to Final RFP document. 

10 8 Eligibility Criteria The Bidder must have successfully Supplied & Installed the 

proposed solution (min. 50 Lakh mailboxes) in at least one 

organization.

We request you to please remove this clause "The Bidder must have 

successfully Supplied & Installed the proposed solution (min. 50 Lakh 

mailboxes)" It will  help vendors like us to partipate in this 

opportunity.  

We are 15 years old company & managing 10000+ customer base 

serving in various type of industries & segments of customers. We 

stand as a market player in SMB, Govt, Enterprise Sectors & quality 

driven services company with various certifications like 

1. ISO 9001:2008

2. CMMi Level – 53. Tier – 3

4. ISO 27001:2013

5. ISO 20000-1:2011

6. ISO 22301:2012

Company is working into Datacenter, System Integration, Business 

Process Outsourcing, Development segment and looking forward to 

position as a leading IT company to serve most of the major indian 

Oil, Gas and Power, BFSI, Govt.PSU clients and some of our major 

clients are BPCL, Indane, BP, Power Grid, NTPC, Indian Oil, APDCL, 

Please refer to Final RFP document. 

11 9 1(A)9e) Integrate the existing Backup Software (VERITAS/ IBM/ HP) of 

RSDC for Backup/ Restore.

We would need to understand the backup integration capabilites of 

the products you have mentioned, else we can give our own backup 

solution.

The solution should provide its own backup/ 

restore mechanism OR alternatively should 

support leading third-party Backup solutions 

from VERITAS/ IBM/ EMC/ HP etc. for Mailbox/ 

DB Backup and Restore.

12 9 1(A)(g) Integrate the existing AV, Anti-Spam, Anti-Phishing appliance 

(F-Secure-Powered by Proof point) of RSDC for Mail Security 

and MX Gateway.

Aere we supposed to provide the licences as well for this solution? 

Can we provide our own solution please.

No change.

13 9 B - Scope of Work The OEM’s technical expert, along with the O&M

Team, shall provide on-site training to designated

persons (20 officers) nominated by RISL/ DoIT&C on

configuration and other features of the solution

supplied. This should be completed within one month

of the UAT of the solution.

Training should be provided by Bidder's ? No change.

14 9 SCOPE OF WORK, 

DELIVERABLES & 

TIMELINES

Point b  

Install and configure the supplied items at the RSDC and 

obtain successful installation report from the designated 

officer. Only the required Hardware (Physical/ Virtual Servers) 

and Server Operating System (MS-Windows/ Linux) software 

shall be provided by RISL to the bidder. 

Will all necessary Hardware  would be provided by RISL and will be 

intel based?

Do we propose solutions considering 10,000 User only  ? 

If Virtual which Virtualization platform and version would be given? 

All required H/w would be provided by RISL 

and will be Intel based. The solution should 

not have any user mailbox limitation and 

should be scaleable to 2 Crore mailboxes. 

Vmware 6.x is available in RSDC.



15 21 2.3 The Bidder must have successfully Supplied & Installed the 

proposed solution (min. 50 Lakh mailboxes) in at least one 

organization.

Such deployments are extremely limited globally. Even in India the 

biggest deployment mathing this size would not be more than one or 

two and whether they would be actually running may also be 

questionable. The size of deployment cannot be solely measured on 

the number of mailboxes as it the number is very high but the usage 

in terms of mail flow is extremely low may be as low as 1%~2% then 

despite the large number of mail boxes the soluion size is small. We 

would hence request you to instead of looking at the number of mail 

boxes, please look at the number of deployments. The solution we 

are offering is available in open source and enterprise lics form. We 

can though furnish some documents from the public domain where 

this solution is deployed for many millions of mail boxes, if that may 

be acceptabel. Though we will still request you to remove the mail 

box number limitation.

Please refer to Final RFP document. 

16 21 2.3 Valid ISO 9001:2008 & ISO 20000 Certification, at the time of 

bid submission.

ISO 9001:2008's objective is  to demonstrate its ability to consistently 

provide product that meets customer and applicable statutory and 

regulatory requirements. Here we are not in any product 

development rather delivery of a service. Hence this ISO certification 

is not relevant. Also this is limiting factor as good services companies 

donot go in for ISO9001:2008 certification as this is not 

valid/applicable for them. If this certification remains, we and large 

number of good services companies will be out of this project.

ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 is a service management system (SMS) 

standard. It specifies requirements for the service provider to plan, 

establish, implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain and 

improve an SMS. The requirements include the design, transition, 

delivery and improvement of services to fulfil agreed service 

requirements.

ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011 can be used by:

an organization seeking services from service providers and requiring 

assurance that their service requirements will be fulfilled;

an organization that requires a consistent approach by all its service 

providers, including those in a supply chain;

a service provider that intends to demonstrate its capability for the 

design, transition, delivery and improvement of services that fulfil 

service requirements;

a service provider to monitor, measure and review its service 

management processes and services;

a service provider to improve the design, transition, delivery and 

Please refer to Final RFP document. 

17 21 2.3 Supply, Installation, Integration& Commissioning (Only by 

OEM Engineer(s))

We are the OEMs of our own solution as we take the community 

edition and create our services around it.

No change.

18 52 Annexure I Email Server Software/ Solution Please give the number of users/mail boxes Please refer to Final RFP document. 



19 52 Annexure I Enterprise-wise License of existing Mail Security Gateway 

Appliance in HA mode for 10,000 concurrent users for 3 years

We understand the current OEM does not have the concurrent 

licencing policy. Can we give some other better solution that give 

concurrent licensing policy.

No change.

20 52 BOM Email Server Software/ Solution Please specify technology. As per technical specifications mentioned in 

the Final RFP document.

21 53 Annexre II, Item no 1, 

specification no 6

The solution should also provide its own backup/ restore 

mechanism OR alternatively should support leading third-

party Backup solutions from VERITAS/ IBM/ EMC/ HP etc.

Please suggest the backup and restore capabilities and SLAs you are 

looking at and the extent of itegration.

Please refer to Final RFP document. 

22 53 Annexre II, Item no 1, 

specification no 7

The solution should support integration with own/ third-part 

AV, Anti-Spam, Anti-Phishing solution.

You are looking at only support or we need to provide this. Proposed Solution should be integrable with 

existing Anti-Spam solution.

23 53 Item no. 1:

Email Server Software/ 

Solution

The solution should support industry standard protocols Would you also want the solution to support latest versions of 

operating systems such as Windows, RHEL, SUSE Linux, AIX etc

No change.

24 53 Item no. 1:

Email Server Software/ 

Solution

The   solution   should   support   the   deployment   of   

messaging   sub systems/ components  on  multiple  physical/  

virtual  servers  (Intel  architecture)  each performing a specific 

role

Please suggest the required hardware platform. Can we propose Risc 

based Power server for better performance looking at the load it 

needs to address

All required H/w would be provided by RISL 

and will be Intel based. 

25 53 Item no. 1:

Email Server Software/ 

Solution

The solution should be scalable i.e. both Horizontally and 

Vertically and should  also support HA architecture

Is the HA architecture required to be provided as part of the solution 

or only support for HA is required

HA architecture is required as part of solution.

26 53 Item no. 1:

Email Server Software/ 

Solution

The solution should also include its own Thick Client for offline 

mail access. If 

the OEM does not have own Thick Client then should support 

third party mail  client  software  (both  IMAP/  IMAPS  and  

POP3/  POP3S  based)  like  MS Windows Mail, MS Outlook, 

iOS Mail, Thunderbird etc

Can we interpret this as follows: To provide a Thick client is optional 

and you would have the sufficient licenses of the stated client 

softwares for end user use.

No change.

27 53 Item no. 1:

Email Server Software/ 

Solution

General Query Would you want users to send signed and encrypted emails within 

the user sets for security and non-repudiation

No change.

28 53 Annexure-2 Item No.1, 

S. No 2

The Solution should support IDN (at least Hindi ह िंदी) Please clarify does it mean RISL is looking for ready to deploy mail 

messaging software already supporting IDN i.e. creation of email id’s 

on IDN domain name with extension like .भारत (GOI Initiative) & host 

email id’s in atleast Hindi ह िंदी like सिंपर्क @राजस्थान.भारत made on 

IDN like .भारत etc. Also able to support other languages in which IDN 

domains will be made available in India during contract period.

No change.

29 53 Annexure-2 Item No.1, 

S. No 8

The solution should support multi-tenant architecture i.e. 

hosting multiple domains as per requirement.

Please clarify does it mean that the solution should support multi-

tenant architecture i.e. hosting multiple domains as per requirement. 

including IDN domain like .भारत etc

No change.



30 53 Annexure-2 Item No.1, 

S. No 13

The solution should also include its own Thick Client for offline 

mail access. If the OEM does not have own Thick Client then 

should support third-party mail client software (both IMAP/ 

IMAPS and POP3/ POP3S based) like MS-Windows Mail, MS-

Outlook, iOS Mail, Thunderbird etc.

We Suggest that apart from thick client users will also need to be 

provided with RISL Branded Mobile Apps on iOS and Android which 

support IDN email id configuration atleast in Hindi, so same should 

also be included in requirement to be offered by bidders.

No change.

31 54 Item no. 1:

Email Server Software/ 

Solution

The solution should not have any limitation on no. of mailbox/ 

user creation i.e. 

no user/ mailbox based licensing. 

Please can you provide the maxumum number of mailboxes that may 

need to be supported so we can size the hardware accordingly.

Please refer to Final RFP document. 

32 54 Annexure 2 ,Point   10 The solution should support programmatic mailbox creation & 

contacts management (both from .Net and JAVA applications)

This seems to be customization. We Can comment only after getting 

full information/scope of the requirement

No change.

33 54 Note: All the supplied Hardware/ Software should be 

Interoperable, IPv6 ready and in compliance with the policies/ 

guidelines issued by DeITY, GoI in this regard. Also, the bidder 

is to quote/ propose only one make/ model against the 

respective item.

Is RISL using IPv6 infrastructure and will IPv6 address is expected to 

be assign to email server? 

Please help us with DeITY guidelines ? 

No change.

34 54 Annexure-2 Item No.1, 

S. No 14

The solution should allow admin to define the mailbox quota 

on per-user basis and should also allow to set the expiry date 

of a user mailbox.

We suggest that apart from this The solution should allow admin to 

define Country specific access control & Device specific access 

control, the solution should allow admin to implement FUP (Fair use 

policy) on all accounts which will be strictly implemented to avoid the 

abuse of the system & keep the hackers at bay and the solution 

should allow admin with Broadcast capability on all the users on 

domain.

No change.

35 54 Annexure-2 Item No.1, 

S. No 17

The solution should provide standard reports (CSV/ XLS/ XLSX, 

PDF and HTML formats) on mail usage including server health, 

top mail users, mailbox statistics etc.

We suggest that apart from this The solution should also provide API 

for adding / deleting contact, update quota, expiry date and send 

email for integration with any third party applications and The source 

code of offered mail messaging should be made available for audit to 

RISL by bidder as and when needed from RISL by any Govt of India 

Security agency who may like to evaluate and certify the Email 

system.

No change.

36 62 ANNEXURE

10: 

FINANCIAL BID FORMAT

Enterprise wise License of  existing Mail Security Gateway 

Appliance in HA  mode for 10,000 concurrent users for 3 Years

Please can you advise on the existing mail security gateway being 

used with which we need to integrate

Please refer the RFP. It is already mention 

therein.

37 Is this requirement is additional purchase of license for email 

solutions which is currently being used Kindly confirm

Please refer the RFP. It is already mention 

therein.

38 d Integrate the existing Storage sub-system (SAN/ NAS) of RSDC 

for mailbox storage. 

Will  SAN Storage  be given ?what would be  IOPS No change.

39 e  Integrate the existing Backup Software (VERITAS/ IBM/ HP) of 

RSDC for Backup/ Restore

If we give inbuilt email back solutions Do we still required to 

integrate with existing backup software

No.

40 f Integrate the existing Log Management Software of RSDC for 

pushing mail logs. 

Please share  the details for the existing Log management software of 

RSDC  and integration documents 

we need more details about log management software such as OS, 

supported mechanisms (API), etc. To conclude on this.

Syslogng server.



41 g Integrate the existing AV, Anti-Spam, Anti-Phishing appliance 

(F-Secure-Powered by Proof point) of RSDC for Mail Security 

and MX Gateway

Please elaborate Please refer the RFP. It is already mention 

therein.

42 i Define required policies in consultation with designated 

officer. 

Please elaborate No change.

43 c c) Provide the integration API/ SDK to the development team 

of DoIT&C/ RISL for integrating the RajSSO (.Net + MS-ADS) 

and Bhamashah (Java) application with deployed Email 

solution for programmatic mailbox creation. Development 

work, if any, required on RajSSO and/ or Bhamashah 

application shall be done by DoIT&C/ RISL as per the API/ SDK 

provided and as directed by competent authority. The 

required technical assistance, if any, shall also be provided to 

the DoIT&C/ RISL development team by the bidder. 

Please elaborate No change.

44 c c. In compliance to the directions from Hon’ble Chief Minister 

of state, whenever a resident gets his/ her BHAMASHAH Card, 

an electronic kitty consisting of his/ her BHAMASHAH 

enrolment details (eCard), eVault, SSOID and FREE Email A/c 

(webmail) shall be automatically provisioned by a system and 

notifications of same shall be sent to resident on his/ her 

registered mobile number and/ or email. The FREE webmail 

A/c shall be automatically created after his/ her BHAMASHAH 

and/ or AADHAAR ID authentication

Please elaborate this process ?

Does  RISL expect vendor  to send SMS as well  or would it be taken 

care by RISL 

No change. However, SMS notification is not 

in bidder's scope.

45 Please help us out  with   Mail Traffic Mail Traffic would be processed through 

existing MX Gateways installed in RSDC.

46 Please give details about  existing setup and mail flow Please give details about  existing setup and mail flow The proposed solution's Mail Traffic would be 

processed through existing MX Gateways 

installed in RSDC.

47 Is there  any email data Migration ? How much GB ? No.

48 Is it expected to do only server side email Data migration Please elaborate No change.

49 Does  New Vendor who get qualifies has to support both F 

Secure Anti Spam & Anti Virus Gateway as well email server 

No.


